Brownian dynamics simulation of probe diffusion in DNA: effects of probe size, charge and DNA concentration.
We have used Brownian dynamics simulation to study probe diffusion in solutions of short chain DNA using our previously developed simulation algorithm. We have examined the effect of probe size, charge, and DNA concentration on the probe diffusion coefficient, with the aim of gaining insight into the diffusion of proteins in a concentrated DNA environment. In these simulations, DNA was modeled as a worm-like chain of hydrodynamically equivalent spherical frictional elements while probe particles were modeled as spheres of given charge and hydrodynamic radius. The simulations allowed for both short range Lennard-Jones interactions and long ranged electrostatic interactions between charged particles. For uncharged systems, we find that the effects of probe size and DNA concentration on the probe diffusion coefficient are consistent with excluded volume models and we interpret our results in terms of both empirical scaling laws and the predictions of scaled particle theory. For charged systems, we observe that the effects of probe size and charge are most pronounced for the smallest probes and interpret the results in terms of the probe charge density. For an ionic strength of 0.1 M we find that, below a critical probe surface charge density, the probe diffusion coefficient is largely independent of probe charge and only weakly dependent on the DNA charge. These effects are discussed in terms of the interactions between the probe and the DNA matrix and are interpreted in terms of both the underlying physics of transport in concentrated solutions and the assumptions of the simulation model.